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necessity, they are faithful unto death when once they have given their
word. Hospitality, tbo7is a universal trait. aj> the nomad travels about
the desert in"searcH of "stray animalsTor en his way to an oasis to buy
dates or sell animals he would often suffer severely or even perish if the
occasional people whose tents he passes were not willing to entertain him.
Even in the tents of his enemies a man finds food and shelter and can
remain safely from the evening of one day till the morning of the second
day after. So strong is the sense of hospitality that an Arab will make a
feast for a guest even if he and his family arc obliged to go hunffl-y.~~
*"" The nomads or. the desert are also vcry_brave jand daring. "What
do you do if a young man proves to be a coward when EeTgoes on his
first raid?" said one of the authors of this book to a white-haired Sudani
chief with a long white beard. "That is a very bad thing/' said the old
man, shaking his head. "We warn him, reason with him, and give him
another chance. But if he goes on being a coward, we drive him out.
His wife, if he has one, drives him from the tent. No parents will give
a daughter to him in marriage. Even his mother disowns him. He
must leave the free people of the desert, and join the slaves in the oases.
Have I known such cases? Indeed I have." Thus we see that the desert
people have been made brave not only by the teaching of their elders,
but likewise by biological selection. For hundreds and thousands of years
the cowards have been weeded out, so that only brave men arc the fathers
of the next generation. Selection of another sort has weeded out the
nomadic families in which alertness and the power of quick decision and
leadership were lacking. A nomadic group that lacks these qualities is
likely to starve because it cannot find its animals when they are stampeded,
or recover them when they are driven away by hostile raiders. Hence
such families tend to die out or else move to the oases. Thus we see that
the deserts influence not only racial character but biological inheritance as
well. The same is true of other environments, although the evidence is
not so clear.
The Frozen Deserts of the North
In cold deserts the nomads depend partly on land animals and partly
on those of the sea. Among the Lapps who live in the tundra the rcin~
deer takes the placcjrf the camel JJnlike the Arabs, however, the Lapps
are not great raiders. This is partly because famine docs not b&pt them
so sorely as it does the Arabs, and partly because they cannot travel so
easily.
"^ihcEskimos who depend on sea animals*, havo a harder tim* ^harL
the reindeer people. In extremely cold countries not only is the vegeta-
tion of the sea more abundant than that of the land, but also the amount

